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Arlington, Mass. —
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Bounty of the season: Breathe in the scents of the changing seaons
By Robin Cohen
GateHouse News Service
Posted Sep 10, 2009 @ 05:13 PM

In Jewish tradition there is a blessing said for eating a
seasonal fruit that you have not yet eaten during the past year. It is the
same prayer that is used to give thanks for joyful life events large and small
— a new baby, a child off to college, a new career, adopting a kitten. The
fragile beauty of everything in life having a time, a season, a moment of
specialness is often lost in our frenzied, instant gratification-centered
world. Walking through the stalls of the farmers’ market carries me to a
place where the ancient joy and anticipation of the first fruits of the season
survives.

Patience is rewarded at the market. For only about one month out of the
year, the Arlington Farmers’ Market is flush with peaches. Although decent
tasting peaches are available at the supermarket all year, they can’t compare
with the baskets of juicy, ripe, yellow and blush fruit brought to Arlington
from the farms.

The sweet peachy smell rolls down the aisles turning a city parking lot into a
lush orchard. It is wonderful to watch the New England harvest year quilt

pieced together at the market as strawberries and peas arrive, then blueberries, next the peaches. Soon summer is really here with
corn and tomatoes. Raspberries and apples and squashes and pumpkins fill the market stalls as the weather turns cool again. 

My family will celebrate Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, in a few weeks. It is a custom in many parts of the world to eat
apples and honey on this holiday to symbolize hopes for a sweet year. As a child growing up in New York, we picked apples and wild
grapes every fall. The first tart/sweet bite of a crisp apple or the heady smell of concord grapes floods my heart with childhood and
holiday memories. Food has great power to connect all of us with our past through regional, family and religious traditions. 

The next time you visit the farmers’ market, take a few extra minutes to breath in the season, taste something you haven’t eaten for
years, try something new, see the market through a child’s attentive eyes. Start now to look for the signs of fall by watching the
farm offerings changing at the market. Think about how to include local produce and products in your Thanksgiving dinner and
other holiday celebrations as well as everyday meals. One of my favorite holiday apple and honey recipes is below. I hope you enjoy
it.

 Apple Cider Salmon
This is a lovely fall dish that works well for a buffet supper since it can be served hot or cold. 

Whole Side of Salmon (about 3 pounds filleted and scaled with skin)
One bottle of Sparkling Apple Cider (non-alcoholic)
2 Apples (peeled, cored and sliced)
1Tbs Honey
1 Onion (thinly sliced)
2-3 Sprigs of Dill
1 small Lemon sliced

Heat the oven to 350°
Place the salmon skin side down in a large baking dish or aluminum catering pan
Pour in apple cider
Add apples, honey, onion dill and lemon
Bake for about 30 minutes or until fish is done
Serve hot or chilled with some of the cooking liquid and apples and lemons on the side

— Every other week, Arlington resident Robin Cohen writes about the bounty of food available at the Arlington Farmers’ Market
and provides recipes to go along with some of the markets’ finds.
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